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0 of 0 review helpful Beware the Mask By Richard New The story Mask by author Kerry Nietz is a thought provoking 
tale of intrigue corruption and innocence A dystopic tale of the near future where the ldquo vote rdquo of a partitioned 
America mandates the name of convenience Voted as too dangerous too wrong or to inconvenient whatever it is gets 
removed and mdash disappears Forever Businesses objects people I am the mask The mask is me America has fallen 
Remnants of states cling together The Pacific Northwest is now PacNorth Democracy has gone off the rails Citizens 
still vote but only to vote away anything or anyone they don t like Long term wisdom loses to short term pleasure And 
the Collectors come in the night Radial is a Collector The instrument of the will of the people You get voted away 
Radial makes you dis 
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